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Preface
The Honors Thesis Exhibition debuts my original body of work consisting
primarily of jewelry and functional objects based on genealogy and my personal family
history. Significantly, these pieces investigate portraiture, the concept of overlooked
longevity, and authenticity. They embody the idea of memorialization, the question of
value, and the uniqueness of personal ritual that is at the core of every human being. The
series of jewelry and functional objects that I created disputes the idea of convenience in
the 21st century; that is, seeking the least amount of input for the greatest amount of
output. These concepts are especially poignant in mourning jewelry, wedding bands, and
other objects intended as heirlooms. It is through the function, form and concept of these,
that I investigate the aforementioned ideas. The artworks themselves also serve as
representations of larger contemporary social, economic, and societal issues. Together,
they will aim to remind us that we are still creatures of story, ritual, and connection
despite a rapid-paced consumerist society.
This project discusses the increasing cultural obsession with convenience
through anthropological tendencies to absorb face value while overlooking objects’
historical, connective, familial, and relational importance. This paper also
documents the artwork that I created as an expression of these concepts, and
includes photographs, process shots, and critical analysis of processes used as well
as the creative journal and exhibition itself.
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Process: Engagement + Occasion Rings
Anthropologists believe the concept of the engagement ring originated from an
ancient Roman custom, where women wore a ring attached to a key to distinguish their
husband’s ownership of them1. Beginning in the mid-1400’s, the use of diamonds was
introduced into marriage rings to signify the wealth and power of the man’s nobility.
Although these representations do not necessarily still exist today, the current conception
of an engagement ring is stagnant, since it currently holds little variation from the
opulence of the white diamond. In fact, this style is branded and advertised as a symbol
of eternal love between two individuals, although most often it is identical to thousands
of others mass-produced from the same mold. Investigative journalist Edward Jay Epstein
credits advertising for the sensationalism of the diamond ring in America starting in the
1920’s for the “creation of the [fictional] idea that diamonds are rare and valuable, and
are essential signs of esteem.”2 Consequently, authenticity is lost in the lack of
personalization or representation of unique relationships in the standard engagement and
wedding band.
The array of engagement (and special occasion) rings explained below defies this
traditional aesthetic and normative ideology by encompassing specific relationships as
well as exploring non-traditional designs that glean elegance, ritual, and worth. Through
varying materials and individual histories, these objects convey value through personal
meaning rather than net cost. Each encompasses its own heirloom-like qualities whether
it includes the use of gold passed down from previous generations (in this case from my

“The History of the Diamond as an Engagement Ring.” American Gem Society. N.p.,
n.d. Web. 06 June, 2017.
2 Friedman, Uri. “How an Ad Campaign Invented the Diamod Engagement Ring.” The
Atlantic. Atlantic Media Company, 13 Feb. 2015. Web. June 2017.
1
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mother and grandmother), incorporates a modern iteration of an antique form, or
intentionally substitutes the traditional diamond with alternate precious stones. Despite
the tendency for present day consumers to acquire objects by quantity over quality, the
universal symbol of the wedding band challenges that convenience ethic. Simultaneously,
the non-conventional characteristics of my pieces suggest that we are still connected to
the deeper authenticity that short-lived trends overlook, while serving as a reminder that
pulls you away from the widely accepted singularity.

Figure 1

8

I asked the women in my family to donate any gold jewelry they did not wear
anymore; my mother came up with a solid gold Turkish chain necklace that my father
had gifted her when they were first married. Although she found the design hideous and
has only worn it once, she kept it for over twenty-five years because it was from him and
meant something to her. With this gold, she also passed down two amethyst stones (her
birthstone) that my grandparents had given her, and a diamond that has been in our
family for quite some time. I combined these loose treasures into a ring spanning three
generations, comprised of a melted gold scalloped band from the chain, and the heirloom
diamond cushioned between the two amethysts. In turn, this ring embodies the familial
connection to her parents and her husband, paired with the ultimate relationship between
maker and wearer, or in this case mother and daughter. The physical processes involved
in the creation of this ring are tube setting, where a stone is encased in a metal tube and
secured by burnishing the surrounding material around the stone, and the material studies
of solid 14k gold, a material I worked with for the first time on this piece. I developed a
way to solder small balls of the gold together, then flatten them with a metal roller in
order to achieve the scalloped band. I also researched the firing temperature of a pure
diamond and practiced doing so while soldering its setting to the adjacent tube settings.

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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I then attempted to cast the metal from the gold chain, but it was far less reliable
than hand-fabrication. Only one ring cast fully out of the three molds I attempted to fill
with the gold. Figures 6 and 7 depict the salvageable ring, which serves as an alternate
wedding band consisting of black diamonds, as opposed to white. After the casting
trouble, I used the method of soldering pieces of gold together then flattening them to
create another scalloped band (Figure 5). This ring also showcases diamond alternatives,
more specifically opals, using bezel setting. It is the setting is used for stones with a flat
bottom edge, where it sits in a metal cup and is secured by burnishing the sides of the cup
around the round part of the stone. For the black diamond ring, I studied and practiced
channel setting, an advanced setting technique that allows stones to sit side by side in a
“channel” formation. I practiced and performed this setting with motorized engraving
tools, in which I pushed the surrounding gold material around each stone to secure it.
Figure 5

Figure 6
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Figure 6

Figure 7
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For the Branch Rings, two different couples collected branches from different
parts of the world (Iceland & Virginia). Each branch was cast in metal as a wearable
representation of an experience shared between two people. In order to do this, I poured
investment mold material around the physical branches themselves and burned them out
of the mold in a high temperature kiln. I then poured molten silver and molten bronze
using the induction-casting machine into the negative space left where the branches were
within the mold. After the casting and cooling, the now metal branches were refined,
sanded, polished, hammered, and soldered into a band shape. These rings counteract the
traditional idea of a wedding band's eternal value. Instead, they embody a memory and
symbolize a relationship in a specific time and place.

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Figure 10
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When practicing a wide variety of non-traditional designs, I first researched
historical and vintage ring settings that are less popular today. For example, the evolution
of the marquise diamond came about in the 18th century when King Louis XV of France
“commissioned a jeweler to design a cut shape that resembled the lips of his mistress”
(History of the Marquise Cut Diamond).3 It is the intimate, intentional details that
embody story, history, and meaning that I am drawn to and argue as authentic. In figure
11, I practiced the marquise setting using cubic zirconium and 24k gold fill.

Figure 11

Katz, Simon. “The History of the Marquise Cut Diamond.” Our Passion for Fine
Jewelry Is Evident in Everything We Do. N.p., 10 Feb. 2016. Web. 04 Apr. 2017.
3
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The following rings experiment with varying stones, stone setting techniques, and
materials to gain a spectrum of unique and alternative designs.

Figure 12

Figure 13
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Figure 14

Figure 15
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Figure 16

Figure 17
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Process: Growth Rings
As I continued developing this idea of permanence, I realized that a relationship
couldn’t be wholly defined by one unchanging object, since it is an entity of continuous
growth and change. The Growth Rings series therefore evolved after the branch rings as a
depiction of the passing of time within a relationship. The complexity, security, and
emotional growth developed throughout a relationship are represented and paralleled by
the relation of the stone with the surrounding material. I used lost wax to create the ring
body, which was eventually melted out of the mold in the kiln. Using the induction
casting process as described with the branch rings, molten bronze was used to fill the
molds and after refining the final product, the stones were set.

Figure 18
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Process: Mourning Jewelry
The passing of time and changing of culture have essentially phased out the
formality of mourning. Mourning jewelry, or Victorian influenced objects that
memorialize the deceased through wearable portraiture, or physical remains (such as a
lock of hair or tooth), was popularized in the 19th century as a form of respect to the dead
and a coping mechanism for the wearer. The Art of Mourning discusses the stark contrast
to today’s society, which is saturated in an obsession with efficiency, says there is no
“requirement” for a prolonged state of mourning; regulated mourning periods have
diminished as the pace of modern culture has increased. Why waste time mourning when
the norm is to move forward as quickly as possible4. Consequently, there is less of a need
for and knowledge of mourning jewelry because the “further a society gets from physical
production, the further removed they become from its reality” (Art of Mourning).5
A piece of mourning jewelry signifies not only the death of an individual, but
their life and relationship to the wearer. The first piece that I made developed from an
interview with my paternal grandfather about his sister Natalie. She tragically passed
away in her early twenties, the same age as I am now. He rarely speaks of her, but in this
exceptional interview he shared photographs, newspaper articles, and stories about her
for the first time in my life. The photos revealed the uncanny and eerie resemblance
between Natalie and me. It is widely known that I do not resemble any of my immediate
family members, so this discovery was indescribable. I became immediately interested in

British Museum, and Sarah Nehama. “Decline of Mourning.” Art of Mourning. N.p.,
15 Sept. 2014. Web. 15 Jan. 2016.
4
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British Museum and Sarah Nehma. “Decline of Mourning.”
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her life, her past, her story, and this relationship I now I had with her without ever
knowing her. The Natalie Brooch and Natalie Pendant mourns more than just her loss. It
mourns the space between us now and the relationship we could have shared.
The progression of the developing concepts of mourning led to an investigative
approach on memorialization. Carolyn’s Comb contains a portrait of my living
grandmother and most inspiring role model. I interviewed her about her experience with
mourning and although she does not possess any mourning jewelry, she has a saved lock
of hair from her favorite aunt stowed away since her death forty years ago. Carolyn’s
Comb redefines the idea of a living memorial. Instead of mourning the loss of someone
who has already passed away, it memorializes my grandmother while she is alive and
will continue to do so after she is gone.
The rare authenticity of a piece of adornment exists when it transcends mere
decoration and instead provokes an emotional sentimentality. Figures 19 and 20 more
broadly address a form of relevant ritual that still exists in the hearts of the human being,
although the convenience ethic causes it to be easily overlooked.

Figure 19

Figure 20
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Figure 21

Techniques learned and used in this series include tube setting, resin making, and
titanium anodizing.
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Process: Vintage Objects
The Vintage Objects series comment on objects that were once associated with a
specific social context. For example, because carrying a filigree lipstick case is no longer
the norm, an object such as this holds its own authenticity since it embodies a time before
the one presently known. It is also uncommon today to see highly decadent cigarette tins,
and if one was discovered at an antique store, it would easily be considered a collectors
item. This series brings us back to objects that were once normal, everyday items found
in a pocket book and ultimately questions what the equivalent is contemporarily. It asks,
what will be the vintage, highly sought after, object that we now mundanely carry
around? The primary physical processes involved include die-forming and etching metal,
powder coating, and glass casting. Using the metal casting kilns, I was able to use a
glass-specific investment to create a mold for casting molten glass. This is evident in the
glass lipstick tip and glass cigarettes. The other experimental process used is glass
enameling, where glass powders are melted and bonded with copper. Copper is the only
metal that enameling works with because both glass and copper share the same specific
density. This is exemplified in the glass enameled eye shadow tray in the compact.

Figure 22
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Figure 23

Figure 24
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Figure 25

Figure26
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Remembering Authenticity over Convenience
The economic and social trends of the 21st century follow new technologies and
developments that are heavily geared towards reducing the time, energy, and depth of
detail in making and doing. Although this can serve as a positive tool in modernity, it
ultimately depreciates the value of the experience and authenticity of the product.
Consequently, the consumer loses appreciation for process because the relationship
between the buyer and product is adulterated by convenience.
It is understood that consumers want to pay less for materials, produce, clothing,
jewelry, etc. and often settle for the inexpensive knockoff. However, they still crave real
leather, organic food, and genuine stones over fake. When something is hand made, it has
immediate added value. It is instantly more attractive and desired since it was created
with intention and skill, rather than by a machine in a factory. Suppliers often cut corners
and are willing to reduce quality to play into the above-mentioned tendency (buyers want
to pay less yet still desire more, while suppliers want to spend less yet still make more).
For example, three Macy’s stores in San Francisco were investigated in 2009 for what
they claimed to be rubies of “outstanding value.” They were discovered to actually be
ruby colored leaded glass (the cheaper, disingenuous, and mass produced alternative that
populates most commercial suppliers and department stores.)6. This unfortunate farce
occurs on many levels, not just with stones. Multiple high-end clothing stores that carry
accessories, such as Urban Outfitters, Free People, and Anthropologie, use metal plating
or powder coating on cheap base metals but price them as if they were the real thing.
Sarah Banet-Weiser, author of Authentic, The Politics of Ambivalence in Brand

Walters, C. “Macy’s Caught Selling Leaded Glass Rubies As Real Rubies.”
Consumerist. N.p., 14 July 2010. Web. 07 Apr. 2017.
6
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Culture, critiques consumer culture as “the loss of a kind of authenticity,” stating that “in
the US, the 21st century is an age that hungers for anything that feels authentic, just as we
lament more and more that it is a world of inauthenticity, and that we are governed by
superficiality” (Banet-Weiser 37). She acknowledges the difficulty to define this type of
authenticity that we ultimately long for within a product but concludes that authenticity
exists when the product exceeds its materiality; in other words, when the tangible product
becomes a story that is intimate, familiar, personal, and one with unique history. We have
reached a place where “what is understood and experienced as authentic is considered
such precisely because it is perceived as not commercial” (Banet-Weiser 67).7
As society moves forward into a faster paced future, efficiency will remain a
major goal in consumerism even if it means compromising quality, process, and outcome
of the product. Simultaneously, customers will continue to long for the authentic as it
diminishes due to the above mentioned trend. The jewelry and jewelry objects that I
chose to make represent different intersections of relatable, universal meaning and value.
They point out that authentic spaces still exist and continue to exist outside of them, as
well as remind the viewer that the story, ritual, and connection should not be overlooked
through commercial branding and the less is more mentality.

Banet-Weiser, Sarah. Authentic TM: Politics and Ambivalence in a Brand Culture.
New York, NY: New York UP, 2012. Print.
7
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Creative Journal
I kept a journal (actually multiple) throughout the thesis process of reflective
and creative writings documenting my project ideas, concepts, inspiration, material
studies research, and the history surrounding these ideas. Some of the project ideas
were discarded or evolved into other designs. The entries span from February 2016
to April 2017 (three semesters).
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Exhibition
The exhibition took place in Duke Hall from March 23 to April 1st. Because
the glass case was so large, and with approval of my honors advisor Mark Rooker, I
incorporated past works in the display to visually even out the space. All thesis
pieces had a hanging description above them for the viewer to read.
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